
Revising  California  law  to  allow
recovery  when  police  violate
constitutional rights
Overview

The California Supreme Court should overrule its decision in Michel v. Smith, which

granted police supervisors immunity for their officers’  misconduct.[1]  Michel was
wrong in 1922 and has become more wrong since. Worse, courts have interpreted
Michel so that its exceptions — which were necessary to its holding — no longer
exist. Overruling Michel would give plaintiffs remedies when police violate their
constitutional rights and increase pressure on police supervisors to end inhumane
and unconstitutional practices.

Analysis

It is nearly impossible to pursue police misconduct claims under federal law

Congress adopted 42 U.S.C. section 1983 to authorize suits alleging constitutional

rights  violations  by  government  officials.[2]  It  was  in  large  part  an  “attempt  to

remedy state courts’  failures to  secure federal  rights.”[3]  But  during the 1950s,
federal courts created a qualified immunity defense, holding that an officer cannot
be held liable — or even be sued — unless their actions violated a clearly established

law.[4] As it is interpreted today, qualified immunity protects officers from liability for

even extreme misconduct.[5] Because supervisors are also immune from section 1983
suits,  and  because  the  U.S.  Supreme  Court  has  imposed  strict  conditions  on

municipal liability, there is no realistic federal remedy for police misconduct.[6]

Scholars  and  advocates  have  written  extensively  about  section  1983,  qualified

immunity, and its unconscionable results.[7] Yet it seems unlikely that the high court
will revise the doctrine or limit its application. Just last year, the Court granted
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qualified immunity to an officer who shot a man, straddled him, and shoved his knee
into the man’s back while responding to a domestic violence complaint — because
the  otherwise  identical  precedent  involved  a  noise  complaint,  not  domestic

violence.[8] Rather than stoking a vain hope for federal remedy reform here, we must
turn to state law.

Since 1922 California  immunized police chiefs  from supervisory  liability
based on faulty reasoning

California’s  analogue of  the section 1983 tort  law immunity doctrine protecting
peace officers originates from the 1922 California Supreme Court decision in Michel
v. Smith. That decision erred by making a false distinction among peace officers
between sheriffs and police chiefs, and subsequent development atop that shaky
foundation has only made matters worse.

Just  before  World  War  I  ended,  Gerhardt  Michel  walked  into  a  Los  Angeles
employment office and asked for work — temporary work,  he said,  because he

expected to be drafted into service at any time.[9] The office employee questioned
Michel about his draft registration status, so Michel presented registration cards

from Oakland.[10] The office employee called in Officer Gross, a member of the Los

Angeles police department’s “war squad,” who placed Michel under arrest.[11] At the
police  station,  officers  Gross  and  Smith  demanded  written  proof  that  Oakland

Selective Services knew Michel was in Los Angeles.[12] Michel insisted the officers
would find proof if they checked the police blotter, but the officers refused to do so

and detained  Michel.[13]  The  following  day,  Oakland  confirmed that  Michel  had

notified them he was in Los Angeles.[14] Michel filed a lawsuit against Smith and

Gross, and their supervisors, alleging he had been falsely arrested and detained.[15]

A jury found for Michel and awarded damages, but the California Supreme Court
overturned the verdict. Although the court had applied respondeat superior liability
to sheriffs since at least 1870, and just ten years before Michel had reiterated that
the  rule  applied  “indiscriminately  against  all  principals,  whether  private  or



official,”[16] the court held that the doctrine did not apply in Michel’s case.[17] The
court reasoned that sheriffs (like private employers) had complete control to hire

and fire their employees, but municipal police chiefs did not.[18] Because the police
chief could not fully control who worked for him, police chiefs could not be liable

when their subordinates made errors.[19]

Factually, the court was wrong. Under common law, sheriffs could hire and fire

deputies at will.[20] But when Los Angeles County adopted its charter in 1912, it

limited the sheriff’s hiring and firing authority.[21]  Under the county charter, the
sheriff could not hire any deputy he wanted — he chose from a County Commission-

supplied three-candidate list.[22]  Nor could the sheriff  fire deputies whenever he

wanted. Probationary period firings required explicit Commission approval,[23] and
other firings required the sheriff to present the deputy reasons for discharge, allow
the  deputy  reasonable  reply  time,  and  file  the  reason  and  reply  with  the

Commission.[24] If the sheriff wanted to remove someone for being inefficient, he

needed to hold a hearing before the Commission.[25] The Los Angeles City Charter,
which governed the Michel police supervisors, granted similar powers. The police
chief hired from a Commission-supplied three-candidate list, and his firing decisions

were subject to Commission review.[26] Thus, there was no substantive difference
between the hiring-and-firing powers of the Los Angeles sheriff and police chief in
1922 that would have affected the respondeat superior analysis.

Nor was a sheriff’s  actual  power much different  than a police chief’s  in  1922.
General-law county sheriffs had absolute authority to hire deputies — but not to pay

them, decide how many to have, or fire them. Paying deputies required a budget,[27]

but budgeting is a core legislative power, not a sheriff power.[28] State law mandated
that the legislature, not the sheriff, decide how many deputies would work in that

department.[29]  And  firing  deputies  at  will  risked  running  afoul  of  due  process

requirements.[30] Meanwhile, each city split its police powers differently between the
city commission and police chief, but each city involved the police chief in some



way.[31]

The  court  also  held  in  Michel  that,  while  sheriff’s  deputies  were  the  sheriff’s

“representative[s],” police officers were themselves “servants of the government.”[32]

This  is  an absurd distinction — sheriffs  and police chiefs  are both government
officials, with subordinates who serve and represent them. But for the court, this
made the police chief’s “charge[] [for] the supervision and control of the police force

of the city” a matter of “position,” not authority.[33] The court did not justify that
difference, and there was no obvious support for it.

One  possible  explanation  was  that  the  California  constitution  (which  governed
general law cities and counties) did not explicitly create sheriff’s deputies, but city
charters,  which  governed  anywhere  there  was  a  police  chief,  created  police

officers.[34] This meant sheriff’s deputies’ executive powers depended on the sheriff’s
executive powers, but police officers received executive power directly. Yet even
that justification would not have applied in Los Angeles. In the 1920s, the California
constitution required charter counties to provide “[f]or the fixing and regulation . . .
of the appointment and number of . . . deputies . . . to be employed . . . and for
prescribing and regulating .  .  .  duties,  qualifications and compensation of  such
persons, the times . . . and the terms . . . they shall be appointed, and the manner of

their appointment and removal.”[35] The California constitution required — or at least
permitted — charter cities to do the same, and the Los Angeles city charter included

those provisions.[36] Worse, the more obvious reading of the Los Angeles city charter
would have imposed supervisory liability on the police chief, not erased it. Under the

charter, the police chief adopted policies, set procedures, and created trainings.[37]

By declaring that he was not liable when those policies, procedures, trainings, and
operations led his officers to harm people, the court read out much of the charter’s
force.

Perhaps more glaring than either difference the court observed was one it ignored:

sheriffs were elected, and thus eligible for recall, but police chiefs were not.[38] The
recall power checks elected officials’ power and permits voters to remove those who



govern ineffectively.[39] A sheriff whose deputies harm the public thus faces the risk

that the public will remove him from office.[40] Even when small, that risk incentivizes

public officials to respect citizen rights.[41] But because police chiefs were removable
only  by  the  appointing  board  or  commission,  they  were  accountable  to  the

commissioners  rather  than  the  electorate.[42]  Rather  than  supporting  immunity,
Michel’s  justifications counseled against  immunity and so the case was wrongly
decided.

Since 1922,  Michel  immunity has expanded far beyond California police
chiefs

As wrong as Michel was, it at least was limited to police chief immunity, not peace

officers generally.[43] It did not apply to sheriffs, who oversaw the bulk of California’s

police and all  of its prisons.[44]  And, most importantly, it  did not apply to direct

liability claims.[45] With those limitations, Michel would have had little effect on the
law or liability for police torts, because its immunity covered only one person per
city or county: the police chief.

Those limitations do not exist today. In 1928, the California Supreme Court removed
the first when it expanded Michel to cover any public officer who supervised other

public officers.[46] The Court of Appeal expanded it from there, applying Michel to

park  and  playground  officers,[47]  fish  and  game commissioners,[48]  and  Board  of

Medical  Examiners  members.[49]  As  recently  as  2010,  the  Northern  District  of

California granted Michel immunity to a park security officer.[50]

In 1936 a California appellate court  removed the second limitation in Lorah v.
Biscailuz, holding that it could find few “points of vital dissimilarity” between the
Michel police chief and the Los Angeles County Sheriff and granting the sheriff

Michel immunity.[51] The next year, another appellate decision used Lorah to hold
that  a  municipal  court  marshal  was not  liable  for  his  deputies’  actions,  calling

vicarious liability for police supervisors “a legal fiction.”[52] By the 1960s California’s



legislature  adopted  a  statute  codifying  the  Lorah  rule.[53]  Michel  immunity  for
sheriffs and police chiefs alike has been the rule ever since: as recently as 2008, the

Central District of California granted it to the Orange County sheriff.[54]

In  the  1940s,  the  California  Supreme Court  tried  to  preserve  the  final  Michel
limitation,  clarifying  that  Michel  permitted  claims  based  on  a  supervisory

defendant’s own culpability.[55] That never caught on. Instead, California courts since
Michel have denied plaintiffs’ direct liability claims for reasons unrelated to direct

liability.[56] Those courts have also announced bright-line rules requiring plaintiffs to
demonstrate that police chiefs owed them special duties and had “immediate control

over the officers who caused [the] injuries.”[57] Courts also hold that supervisors are

not personally involved in misconduct unless they knew about it when it occurred,[58]

which has barred suits against police chiefs and supervisors who “set in motion” a

plaintiff’s  constitutional  injuries,[59]  supply  officers  with  guns  used  “willfully,

wantonly, negligently and carelessly” to kill fourteen-year-old boys,[60] or personally

authorize blood tests used to arrest and imprison plaintiffs.[61]

Indeed, Michel has expanded so far that in at least the past twenty years, only one

case seems to have fit within its exceptions.[62] This doctrine, which started with an
(at best) arbitrary distinction between police chiefs and sheriffs, was wrong on the
law at the time. It now resembles federal Section 1983 law, granting near-total tort
immunity to peace officers and all but eliminating respondeat superior liability. The
upshot is that a citizen wronged by a peace officer in California has no remedy under
either  federal  or  state  law for  constitutional  rights  violations.  Because  a  right
without a remedy is no right at all, this should not be so. Having no influence over
federal law, we can instead argue that Michel should be overruled.

The California Supreme Court should overrule Michel and eliminate state
law immunity for police chiefs and sheriffs

Michel was incorrect and harmful when the California Supreme Court decided it, but
it is even more incorrect and harmful today given the absence of any federal remedy



under Section 1983. The California Supreme Court should overrule Michel and allow
plaintiffs to bring vicarious liability suits against police chiefs and sheriffs whenever
their employees violate someone’s rights.

The California Supreme Court can overrule Michel, its own precedent. Of course,
stare decisis  is relevant here. For certainty, predictability, and stability reasons,
California views stare decisis  as a “fundamental jurisprudential policy that prior
applicable precedent usually must be followed even though the case . . . might be

decided differently by the current justices.”[63] This principle is most important when
“overruling the decision would dislodge settled rights and expectations or require an

extensive  legislative  response.”[64]  It  is  weakest  when  the  decision  is  old,  is

inconsistent with other rules of law, or deals with constitutional questions.[65]

Overruling Michel may dislodge police supervisors’ immunity expectations, but it
would  not  “require  an  extensive  legislative  response”  or  affect  a  complicated

statutory scheme — in fact, it would aid an important recent statutory action.[66] In
September 2021 Governor Gavin Newsom signed into law Senate Bill  2; among
other  things,  the bill  eliminated state  statutory immunities  for  individual  peace

officers and their employers.[67] Governor Newsom’s signing statement noted that
“broad interpretations of California law immunities” have “too often le[d] to officers
escaping accountability in civil  courts,  even when they have broken the law or

violated the rights of members of the public.”[68] A good start — but studies have
shown that “the possibility of being sued does not play a role in the day to day

thinking of the average police officer.[69] Consequently, SB 2 is unlikely to influence
their actions. Supervisory liability is the better solution to the legislature’s problem,

but it is impossible unless Michel is overturned.[70]

Michel is old, in the “outdated” sense. Even if meaningful differences existed in the
respondeat superior context between sheriffs, police chiefs, and private employers in
1922, none exist today. Police chiefs no longer select their officers from city-chosen
candidate  lists,  and  hiring  —  statewide,  and  whether  for  sheriff  or  police
departments — is similar to that of any other professional setting: officers apply to a



city’s department, takes various relevant exams, and interviews with department

members.[71] Based those the materials, the police department determines whether
or not to hire the candidate, apparently without city commission input.

The only remaining doctrinal justification for police chief immunity, then, is the
difference between public and private employees. Support for that distinction comes
from U.S. Supreme Court cases applying immunity to port officials whose employees
lost  a  passenger’s  luggage  and  a  postmaster  general  whose  employees  lost  a

letter.[72] There are stark differences between holding a postmaster general liable for
a lost letter, a port official liable for burned luggage, and a police chief liable for an
unlawful arrest. In the former cases, vicarious liability serves no purpose but to hold
the supervisor responsible for small, preventable mistakes concerning chattel.

Far  more  significant  are  the  injury  to  life  and  limb  and  constitutional  rights
invasions caused by peace officers, and supervisors can often prevent them. If police
chiefs  impose rigid investigation standards,  their  officers will  be more likely to
confirm a crime was actually committed, and that their suspect committed it, before

conducting an arrest.[73]  More care in selecting which officers carry guns could

prevent children from being shot in shopping malls.[74]  Inviting and investigating
anonymous  officer  misconduct  reports,  or  improving  other  oversight  processes,
might do the same. Holding police chiefs vicariously liable would encourage them to
take any or all of these actions — but Michel makes that impossible.

When overruling Michel, the California Supreme Court should establish a
constitutional tort

Overruling Michel would provide many plaintiffs valuable remedies for constitutional
violations. But tort and civil rights standards would still prohibit many plaintiffs from
obtaining them. To ensure all plaintiffs have remedies after peace officers violate
their rights, the court should find that the various relevant sections of the California
constitution, including article I, sections 13 and 17 establish a constitutional tort.

A California constitutional provision can provide for a money damages action in two
ways:  when it  indicates  an “affirmative intent”  to  create “a  damages action to



remedy a violation,” or when the absence of an “adequate remedy,” limited impact
on “established tort law,” and the “nature and significance” of the constitutional

right support inferring the cause of action.[75] Few constitutional provisions indicate

affirmative  intent  to  authorize  damages.[76]  Here,  the  absence  of  alternative
remedies,  limited impact  on tort  law,  and the constitutional  rights’  significance
support inferring a damages action.

First, although overruling Michel would allow plaintiffs to sue police chiefs for police
officers’ traditional common-law torts, such as false imprisonment or battery, some

constitutional violations do not have traditional tort analogues.[77] If there are tort
analogues, courts nevertheless require plaintiffs to show the police owed a “special

duty” of care[78] or had a “special relationship” to the plaintiff.[79] Once a duty exists,
bright-line rules ensure that almost no conduct violates it. A police officer does not,
for example, violate his duty when he refuses to investigate whether the plaintiff

should be detained before detaining the plaintiff.[80] Even assuming the plaintiff can
meet these requirements, they must comply with the Government Claims Act, which

imposes procedural rules and deadlines that frustrate many a plaintiff.[81]

One alternative to tort liability is the Bane Act, which permits plaintiffs in extreme
cases to sue individual officers who violated their article I, section 13 and 17 (or

Fourth and Eighth Amendment) rights.[82] But like common-law torts, the Bane Act
has  limited  value.  It  applies  only  to  rights  violations  involving  “threat[s],

intimidation,  or  coercion”[83]  independent  from  that  inherent  in  policing.[84]

Independent coercion is a high bar.[85] Bane Act plaintiffs must also meet a difficult

specific intent standard.[86] And merely proving that the force was unreasonable is
inadequate — a Bane Act claim requires the plaintiff to also prove that the officer

intended it to be unreasonable.[87] This is a poor substitute for the constitutional tort
option.

Next, inferring damages actions is also consistent with tort law principles. Vicarious
liability has long been the norm in the United States for private employers, and in



California it is a statutory right for plaintiffs harmed by private employees.[88] Indeed,
when Michel  was  decided  vicarious  liability  was  so  common that  police  chiefs

carried insurance to guard them against supervisory lawsuits.[89] After Michel was
decided,  courts  throughout  the  country  and  in  California  increasingly  denied
government employers sovereign immunity to tort liability, prompting legislatures to
adopt  statutes that  waived sovereign immunity  and imposed default  respondeat

superior liability on public employers.[90] Michel is an odd exception to that default
rule, barring recovery only because a peace officer, rather than some other public or

private employee, harmed them.[91] Inferring a constitutional damages action would
eliminate this exception, which shields the one class of public employees most likely
to harm citizens.

Finally, few rights are more significant than those implicated in cases against police.
Police are “invested . . . with coercive power to resolve problems . . . with finality,”

and their “understanding of what is required is usually dispositive.”[92] They carry
weapons, and ignoring them when they ask a question, running from them when

they approach, or resisting them in any way can lead to arrest,[93] felony charges,[94]

or death.[95] The California constitution is meant to protect Californians from abuses
of these powers, but broad immunities have erased its force. Much of that erasure
has come at the hands of the California Supreme Court itself. Far from counseling
against inferring damages actions for violations,  these special  factors impel the
court to do so.

Conclusion

When peace officers violate Californians’ constitutional rights, the damages can be
severe  and  the  remedies  are  almost  nonexistent.  Scholars  and  advocates  have
focused on federal law as needing reform, but state law — especially in California —
provides a more realistic avenue. By overruling its incorrect 1922 decision granting
police chiefs immunity from vicarious liability suits, the California Supreme Court
could revive a remedy for those who suffer at the law’s hands.

—o0o—
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